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Railway Recruitment Board, Muzaffarpur Lichi Bagan, Muzaffarpur-842001  
Examination Result  

Based on the performance in the ON-LINE ( By Computer) written examination 
held on 26.08.2015 to 03.09.2015 for the post of Sr.Section Engineer(Signal), Pay Scale-
Rs,9300-34800/-, Gr.Pay- Rs.4600/-  & Jr.Engineer(Electric),Pay Scale- Rs. 9300-34800/, 
Gr.Pay-Rs-4200/-  of CEN No.-02/2014, followed by Verification of Certificates & 
identity on 30-11-2015 amongs the successful candidates of  the written examination. The 
following Roll Nos. have been selected provisionally for empanelment subject to other-
wise full  fill of all other conditions laid down in the Centralised Employment notice as 
well as recruitment rules in vogue, over East Central Railway. The appointment of the 
candidates,  however will be subject to submission of all required original documents and 
availability of the posts. The examination result does not confer any right to the candidates 
for appointment in the railway. The Railway reserves the right to cancel/amend at any 
time without any notice in this examination result.  
 

Roll Number of the candidates are indicated  in ascending order:-   

 Although enough precaution has been taken in preparing the above examination 
result, Railway Recruitment Board, Muzaffarpur will not be responsible for any 
typographical error/errors and reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any. 
RRB, Muzaffarpur regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful 
candidates for this examination result.  

 
 This examination result is also available at RRB/MFP’s website:   
www.rrbmuzaffarpur.gov.in   &   rrbmuzaffarpur.bih.nic.in. 
 
Dated: 30.11.2015              Chairman 

 
Attention ! 

Stay away from fraud people who promise you to give jobs. 
You can get job in Railways only on merit basis. Do not give money. 

Help us fight against corruption. 
 

 

Sr.Section Engineer(Signal), Cat.No.-19 of CEN No.- 01/2015 
25020072100283 25021612200748 Total- 02 (Two only) 

Jr.Section Engineer(Electric), Cat. No.- 40 of  CEN No.- 01/2015 
25010151100115 25011630100085 25011710100037 25011710400039 Total-04 (Four only) 


